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PRELIMINARY AND FINAL DESIGN OF A DlRECT
CURRENT MAGNETIZING COIL

lUCBOLA8 JL OBOUKBOFF, Oklalloma A. and .. College, StlUwaMr

A dlrect-current magnetizing coil 18 a substantial part or element ot
most electrical machines and apparatus. It Is exemplffied 88 mounted on
an electromagnet in Figs. 1 to of showing openings of rectangular, circular.
and other forms. Usually the conditions or requirements which should be
eomplfed with or tuUUled by a designer are 88 follows.
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1. A terminal voltage V; it may be determined by line voltage or
otherwise.

2. A fixed number of ampere-turns (fa() where ft is the number of
Winding turns and ( the current In the winding.

3. A surface temperature rise T,.; in other words, an outside rise
a difference between the surface temperature of the coli and the ambient
temperature.

fa Aleo. ve17 otten. a specific 81ze and 8hape of con opening.
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6. Sometimes special requirements as to length and/or width of lhe
winding space; we call them simply the length and width. or thickn....
of the coil.

6. Y is given as prescribed by the current source; (n') and also the
size and shape of the coli opening are usually predetermined on the basta
of the magnetic-circult specification and performance of the electrical
machine or apparatus; the temperature rise T r is mostly chosen within
limits depending on the ambient temperature and restrlctfom lmp08eeJ bll
lnnlatlng materials at the hottest spot (",,(de the co", or, in other words,
an appropriate temperature Th, there is assumed.

There are given: number of ampere-turns (nl); outside temperature
rise Tr; terminal voltage V; size and form of coli opening, p being the
length of its perimeter.

There are sought: size of conductor, 1. e., its croBS-section area q;
area of winding space indicated by I and w, its length and width respec
tively, which are at the same time the length and thickness of the coli;
number of ampere-turns n.

The derivations are brought about by using auxlUary formulas, a8
follows.

The electrical 1088es or generated heat in watts:
W = i2R = V2jR (1)

The length of the mean turn:
m = p+kw (2)

where the value of k depends upon the form of the opening. For openings
of circular form (Fig. 2), of rectangular shape with perfectly rounded
corners, and of the type represented in Fig. 4, k = Jt; for the rectangular
opening with square corners (Fig. 3) k = 4; for the rectangular opening
having corners not perfectly rounded Jt < k < 4-the first plausible as
sumption in this case would be averagely to make k = 3.67.

The cooling surface:
A = 2mw+pl+ (p+2kw)Z = 2(w+l) (p+kw) = 2m(w+l) .... (3)

The outside temperature rise:
T r = W jeA (4)

Where c is the cooling coefficient, A the area of the cooling surface, and
W given by (1).

The total winding resistance:
R = Qn(p+kw) jq (6)

where Q designates resistivity at the average temperature of the coil wire.

The number of winding turns:
n = alwjq (8)

Where s is the space factor which is computable or available from graphs
it q and the mode of insulation of the conductors are known or determin
able.

The current in the coil winding:
f = Vq/ftn(p+kw) ._ : _..••................ (7)

Further derivations are as follows.l

Because of (7)
(nl) = Vq/Q(p+kto) _._ _ 1.
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ReterrfDg to (")
W == cTrA _ _ _ ..__ _ _ _ __ _(8).

Again. beeaUIe of (1) J

~B = c'I'rA __ _.._(9).

Referring to (2) and (6)
B = onm/f/. (10).

Then from (9) and (10)
~R = ~nOm/f/. = '(nnOm/f/. = eTrA _ ~ (11).

Again. denoting current density by A, it obtains that
, = qAt A = (nn /'101. and' = q(ni)/'101 ...................•................ (12).

Substituting (12) tor' and (3) tor A we derive trom (11) the funda·
mental equation:

o(nl) 2/'10' = 2cTr(1O+I) 11.

Then
0(nt)2j21O,cTr = 110+11 .......••...•.....•.............•.......................•............•.. (13).

Let
Ow = O(nf)2/2w,cTr 111.

Now (13) transforms to the quadratic equation:
12 + wl- Ow = 0 IV.

From this it follows that
, = --iD/2+yw1/4+Ow V.

Equation V gives I In terms of the a88fgned or known data, w being among
them.

Likewise from equation II we get finally (if I Is known or assigned):
to = -1/2+YZI/4+Ql : VI

where
Ol = 0 (nl)l/alleTr VIl.

Both equations III and VII are practically Important although only
auxiliary.

Expressions tor Ow and Ol can be given other forms. Let UB substitute
for (ft.) its value In equation I. then finally

Ow = qVI/Zto,Bm (J)+kto) cT,. lIla
Ql = f/.VI/Jl.r.Rm(p+kto)cT,. _ Vlla

where .Rm stands tor resistance of a mean tum at average temperature
of the coil.

Likewise lUb8t1tUUng trom (4), It obtains that
. cT,. == l/A~ and Al == l/cT,. .._ _ _ (14)

where Al stands for A /W and denotes area of the cooling surface per 1
watt dfulpe.ted; formulas III and VII, also IlIa and VIla. transform to

Ow == QAI(tlf)I/Jto, = fA1V1/to'B"a(J)+Jcto) _ ......_~...- ....IIJb
01 = A1 (Rf)I/lia = fA,VljlIa.Rm(p+Jcto) VlJb.
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Railing equation (6) to the rank of practical importance we write: .
" = 8t01/q _........•............ _............••..._ .•_....•.••V111.

There are now three fundamental equations, namely, I, V (or VI), and
VIII to determine four basic magnitudes pertaining to the coil, I. e., tl, to,
I, and ft. This is practically advantageous because it permits a deetp to
be adapted to other requirements arising from structural and economical
considerations.

8t1l1l1ediofu and remark.!. There are cases In which to must or can
be estimated on the basis of some conditions or considerations: for uample,
the field co11s of a macb,ine may call for this estimation. With the shape
and size of the opening known or aBBlgned and the average temperature
'1'a of the winding reasonably assumed or estimated, equation 1 makes it
p088ible to compute q for an assigned number of ampere-turns: then if
necessary It Is rounded to a wire-table figure. A more accurate value for
to should then be computed from equation I substituting there the above
table value. Now by using equations III (or IIIb) and V, I becomes com
putable.

Denoting ambient temperature by '1', outside and Inside temperature
rises by Tr and Ti respectively, and hottest spot and average temperature
by Th and Ta respectively, It obtains that

Th = T+Tr+Ti (15)
and also with sufficient accuracy that

Ta = T+Tr+TiJ2 (16).
Ti usually varies from 5° to 30° C as ampere-turns change within the
range 500 to 18,000. For a continual load in the absence of exceptional
conditions it Is suggested that 95° C ~ Th < 100° C. It Is understood
that If a load Is Intermittent or space limitations are stringent higher
values of Th are allowable, but In the latter case this would of neceBllty
shorten the life of the coil. The cooling coefttcient c usually varies from
0.005 to 0.010 depending on the nature of the ambient medium, conditions
of ventilation, etc. Substituting values forT, Th, and Ti In equations (16)
and (16) one finds Tr and Ta which in combination with chosen c and
10 will set the system of fundamental equations and their auxl11arlea to
work. Ta can usually be chosen beforehand within the range 85° to 96°
C if there are no exceptional conditions such, for instance, as drastic limi
tations of winding space.

Another approach to the development of a design Is to begin with a
reasonable assumption of Al instead of the temperature and cooling c0
efficient: then equations Illb and Vllb should be used. Usua.lly Al varlel
within the range 2 to 3.3, being about 2.65 for average cases. Also there
are situations which require that l should be esUmated first and then to
determined from equations VI and VII. Since q 1s not yet known 1n thfa
case, the space factor , should be estimated and checked afterwards.

The half-emplrlcal formula
Pi = 6y,,,()/600 (1'1)

for an estimation of Ti In degrees C at the beginning of work ona design
Is offered _as helpful and adequately accurate. -
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